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Abstract 

Most of the current string matching algorithms behave slowly when the amount of patterns 

increases. In this paper a fast matching algorithm named SSEMatch was designed. PHADDW 

instruction from SSE (Streamed SIMD Extension) set was used in SSEMatch to produce data 

confusion, by which the patterns can be distributed into pseudo hash address such that there 

will be less patterns left for verification matching. With the help of PHADDW, the whole 

matching time was reduced. Our SSEMatch holds a O(n/m) complexity. Experiment shows 

that similarly to WM algorithm, SSEMatch performs better when the length of the shortest 

pattern increases. Also when the amount of patterns increases SSEMatch performs better 

than WM. 
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1. Introduction 

String matching can be understood as the problem of finding a pattern with a 

property within a given sequence of symbols [1]. Its application can be used in many 

fields, such as bioinformatics and computer science. This paper focuses on a string 

matching technique for computer security, especially exact multi-pattern matching for 

intrusion-detection systems (IDS). Although most commonly used algorithms, such as 

AC [2], AC BM [3] or WM [4] (in this paper we call these algorithms matching 

automaton), are thought of as a good choice for a network environment application, and 

these algorithms mature and perform well, their memory usage may become 

problematic when they are applied to instances of super large patterns set.  SSE 

(Streamed SIMD Extension) is a kind of efficient instructions set for streamed media . 

Its application has been extended to scientific computation and medical science except 

processing for video image and audio. However it hasn’t been studied widely for string 

matching. In this paper we will discuss a fast string matching algorithm employing SSE 

instruction. 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we talk about 

the characters of SSE instructions set. In Section 2, we talk about the data mixing up 

method using SSE instruction and its usage in string matching. In Section 3, we give the 

experiment design and show the experimental results of the proposed algorithm. Section 

4 is the conclusion of this paper. 
 

2. Related Work 
 

2.1. The Characters of SSE Instructions Set 

The instructions inside SSE instructions set [5] can be roughly classified as data 

moving instructions, data conversion instructions, logical instructions, arithmetical 

http://dict.youdao.com/w/scientific/
http://dict.youdao.com/w/computation/
http://dict.youdao.com/w/medical/
http://dict.youdao.com/w/science/
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instructions, special usage instructions, and string-dealing instructions. After reviewing 

the Intel’s instructions manual we can see that the most frequently updated sub-

instructions set is arithmetical instruction. By modification of data type, such as signed, 

unsigned, single and double, and the modification of combination of different operand 

position inside the SSE register, SSE instructions set scale has been enlarged from the 

first version to the latest version. The most interesting instructions in SSE might be 

horizontal instruction in SSE3 and SSSE3. The original SSE instruction operation such 

as adding, subtracting and so on, are done between two registers vertically. For 

example, if two 128 bits SSE registers xmm1 and xmm2 are separated into 4 parts 

respectively. After a vertical addition, the first 32 bits of the xmm1 will be the result of 

the first part from xmm1 and xmm2. While in a horizontal addition, the first 32 bits o f 

xmm1 will be the result of the first and the second part of xmm1. These two kinds of 

additions can be described as following: 

Vertical Operation: 
xmm1[0-31]     =         xmm1[0-31]+xmm2[0-31], 

xmm1[32-63]   =     xmm1[32-63]+xmm2[32-63], 

xmm1[64-95]   =     xmm1[64-95]+xmm2[64-95], 

xmm1[96-127] = xmm1[96-127]+xmm2[96-127], 

Horizontal Operation: 
xmm1[0-31]     =     xmm1[0-31]+xmm1[32-63], 

xmm1[32-63]   = xmm1[64-95]+xmm1[96-127], 

xmm1[64-95]   =     xmm2[0-31]+xmm2[32-63], 

xmm1[96-127] = xmm2[64-95]+xmm2[96-127] 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of Vertical Operation and Horizontal Operation 

From the computation we can see that during a horizontal operation, a 128 bits 

number can be packed into a 64 bits number. While during a vertical operation the 4 

segments of the 128 bits results come directly from relevant segments of xmm1 and 

xmm2. If xmm2 is set 0, the procedure of horizontal operation can be regarded as a 

procedure of data compression from xmm1. This special property is utilized to 

implement a WM-like string matching algorithm in this paper. 

SSE instructions set does not only improve the performance of streamed media, but 

also begins to play more and more important roles in Fourier transform [6-11], 

generating random number [15], solving system of linear equations [16], parallel FDTD 

simulation [17] and medical science [18-19]. 
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2.2. The Characters of AC and WM 

Exact string matching algorithms can be classified into prefix matching, suffix 

matching and substring matching, AC (belonging to prefix matching) and WM 

(belonging to suffix matching) are two kinds of algorithms that have been given special 

attention. With the help of trie tee and fail transition link AC algorithm can match a text 

in linear time. However the way of implementing goto transition will influence the 

matching time. For example, if all possible transition for each symbol in the alphabet 

are stored into the goto information for a state, it takes only O(1) to retrieve the 

destination state after a symbol has been read, and the whole matching time wi ll be 

O(n), where n is the length of the text; if only transition for accepted symbols are stored 

and binary searching tree is used for storing these goto information, it will take 

O(nlog|∑|) [1] to match the whole text. It is obvious that if the matching algorithm 

demands little memory to store the transition information the matching algorithm 

matches slowly. 

WM utilize a SHIFT table to make the text pointer move as fast as possible so tha t 

the text can be matched in high speed. In order to get shift value of the SHIFT table, the 

minimum length (min_len) of all patterns and all possible continuous characters block 

BL of length B in the prefix with length min_len of all patterns are concerned [4]. The 

construction for SHIFT table can be detailed in the following paragraph. And to make 

the description easily we assume that all patterns are of the same length, i.e. min_len is 

equal to each pattern’s length. 

If the block BL appears in none of the patterns, the pointer’s movement for BL in 

SHIFT table can be set to SHIFT(h1(BL))=min_len-B+1. If BL appears in some of the 

p
i
s in P, the most right position, j, which BL appears in these patterns, should be 

recorded. Then SHIFT(h1(BL)) will be set to min_len-j. 

Provided that the shift value SHIFT(h1(BL)) is larger than 0, the pointer can be 

moved forward without losing any possible matching. Once SHIFT(h1(BL)) is 0, the 

text should be compared with all possible patterns by another hash function h 2 and table 

HASH. In order to make the comparison run fast, all the patterns appearing in HASH 

can be sorted alphabetically. More about the hash table, HASH, can be found in the 

paper [4]. 

During the matching procedure, the text pointer’s position, pos, is set to min_len, and 

the block BL of last B characters ending at pos will be checked. If 

shift=SHIFT(h1(BL))>0, the text pointer will move to pos+shift. Once 

shift=SHIFT(h1(BL))=0, the first B characters of all patterns appended after the hash 

table entrance of HASH(h2(BL)) will be compared with the prefix, prefix(tpos-min_len+1tpos-

min_len+2…t pos-min_len+1+B-1). If the first B characters of the substring for current text equals 

to the prefix of some pattern in HASH(h2(BL)), the text will be compared with all the 

possible patterns. 
 

3. String Matching Algorithm Based On Horizontal Instruction 

We can know that when the amount of patterns increases there will be more patterns 

for HASH(j), and these patterns might share few prefix(t0t1…tB-1). Then it will take 

more time to compare each prefix(t0t1…tB-1) of the patterns. This part will introduce 

another hash-like procedure to make more filtration to the text to avoid impossible 

matching. The function of hash function is to make the data mixed up well by some 

complicated actions so that a well-mixed-up value can be achieved. The mixed-up value 

is called hash value or fingerprint. With the help of hash function, different patterns can 
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be distributed in to the address space of the hash table. When we want to know whether 

the substring of a text equals to some pattern, we can get the fingerprint of the substring 

by hash function. If the patterns’ set is not empty in the hash table with the value 

fingerprint, one-by-one patterns comparison with the substring will be operated. In 

order to make the matching procedure run quickly, a fast hash function should be used. 

But even in the fastest hash function, SuperFastHash[20], there are several rounds of 

addition, shift and xor operations. Such complicated function will not result in good 

performance. In the following sections we will discuss a simple hash-like function 

using horizontal operation in SSE instruction set to speed up the matching procedure.  

 

 

Figure 2. Data Structure and Algorithm 

The horizontal operation PHADDW xmm1, xmm2 in SSE instruction set [21] can be 

written as following: 

xmm1[0-15]       =          xmm1[0-15]+xmm1[16-31] 

xmm1[16-31]     =        xmm1[32-47]+xmm1[48-63] 

xmm1[32-47]     =        xmm1[64-79]+xmm1[80-95] 

xmm1[64-63]     = xmm1[96-111]+xmm1[112-127] 

xmm1[64-79]     =          xmm2[0-15]+xmm2[16-31] 

xmm1[80-95]     =        xmm2[32-47]+xmm2[48-63] 

xmm1[96-111]   =        xmm2[64-79]+xmm2[80-95] 

xmm1[112-127] = xmm2[96-111]+xmm2[112-127] 

 

In PHADDW, 8 additions for 16 bits integer can be computed in just  one instruction 

cycle. The results of xmm1[0-15], xmm1[16-31], xmm1[32-47] and xmm1[48-63] come 

from xmm1[0-15], xmm1[16-31], xmm1[32-47], xmm1[48-63], xmm1[64-79], 

xmm1[80-95], xmm1[96-111] and xmm1[112-127]. The value in xmm1[0-31] comes 
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only from xmm1, under the circumstance that the PHADDW instruction is operated 

twice, in the first round set value in xmm2 is the same as that in xmm1, and before the 

second round nothing in xmm1 and xmm2 is changed. By this way xmm1[0-31] will be 

a result of 6 additions of 128 bits number. After two rounds of operation, the value of 

xmm1[0-31] can be regarded as a mixed-up result. Although the mixed-up operation is 

not strong enough, it really can make the 128 bits number distributed into a 2
32

 space 

evenly. So our purpose is just to distribute the 128 bits number into a space with length 

256×256×256 instead of making more complicated mixed-up value. By this character 

of PHADDW, we can design a multiple string matching algorithm suitable to patterns 

which are longer than 16. 
 

3.1. Evenly Distribution of 2 rounds of PHADDW 

Let D={e|eZ,0≤e≤2
n
-1} represents a set of any n-bits data. From Figure 3(1) it can 

be seen that: (1)  a,bD, there are 2
n
×2

n
 ways for computing (a+b)%2

n
. (2)  rD, if 

r is regarded as a computation’s result, there are 2
n
 possible computations which satisfy 

(x+y)%2
n
=r. 

Figure 3(2) shows us how a data in xmm register is distributed evenly after 

horizontal operations. After two rounds of PHADDW,  xxmm1[112-127], there are 

2
n
 possible computations which satisfy (a+b)mod2

n
=x. Also there should be 2

n
 possible 

computations which satisfy (e+f)mod2
n
=a and (g+k)mod2

n
=b respectively. After two 

rounds of PHADDW there are 2
n
×2

n
×2

n
 possible computations which satisfy {{[( 

e+f)mod2
n
]+ [( g+k)mod2

n
]} mod2

n
 }=x. xmm1[112-127] can represen 2

n
 different 

data, as a result there are 2
n
×2

n
×2n×2

n
 =2

4n
 possible computations. For the same reason, 

 xxmm1[96-111] there are 2
4n

 possible computations. From Figure 3(1) it can be 

concluded that  xxmm1[96-127] there are 2
4n

×2
4n

=2
8n

 possible computations. Let 

n=16, 2
8n

=2
128

, that means any data from xmm1[96-127] is from the computation results 

from 128-bits register. 

 xxmm1[112-127][96-111], x can represent 2
8n

/2
2n

=2
6n

 computations because all 

possible ways of computations are distributed evenly. In this paper, only the last 24 bits 

of xmm1[112-127][96-111] is used (operation u32i_v&0x00ffffff in Figure 4). Any data 

composed of the last 24 bits of xmm1[112-127][96-111] can be decomposed as 

2
8n

/2
24

=2
104

 computations in formula 1, where means the conjunction of two data. 

{{[(e+f)mod2
n
]+[(g+k)mod2

n
]}mod2

n
 } {{[(e’+f’)mod2

n
]+[(g’+k’)mod2

n
]}mod2

n
 }              (1) 

With the help of (1), we can conclude that u32i_v can express 2
104

 possible data. 

In our design there SHIFT and pseudo_hash_table are two major data structures used, 

and only the first 16 continuous characters of each pattern are used to locate the 

pattern’s address in the pseudo_hash_table. Our design has the same computing 

complexity of O(n/m) with that of WM, because our SHIFT is the same with that of 

WM, and our pseudo_hash_table plays the same role as the HASH table does in WM. In 

order to make the computation more effective, we can retrieve data directly from the 

pseudo_hash_table with the last 24 bits of the number pseudo_hash_value(32). If non-

empty information is found in the table entrance low24(pseudo_hash_value(32)), we 

can go on to retrieve the last 8 bits of pseudo_hash_value(32) from the link list 

appended to pseudo_hash_table [low24(pseudo_hash_value(32))]. The filtration 

procedure is the same with that of WM algorithm, but this is not discussed in this paper. 

It is necessary to point out that our design is only used for those patterns whose lengths 

are not shorter than 16. 
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Figure 3. Evenly Distribution for 2n Modulo Addition Operation 

 

 

Figure 4. Two Rounds of PHADDW 
 

4. Experimental Results 

In this part some experiments considering demand for memory and matching speed 

are used to test the performance of the newly proposed SSEMatch algorithm. To make 

the test more impartial, WM and AC are chosen among string matching algorithms 
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because SSEMatch is similar to WM and AC which run steady during a matching 

procedure. The code of AC is from snort [22] while the code of WM is from a website 

[23]. In the website, the implementation of WM only employs one time of shift and xor 

operation for hash function h1 and h2 so that the cost for hash computation can be 

ignored during the test. We changed from reporting for each appearance of all possible 

matches in a text to reporting only the first appearance of the match in a text for both 

AC and WM codes. 

The tests were run on a notebook equipped with 2.0 GHz Pentium Intel(R) Core(TM) 

2 Duo CPU, 2 GB of memory, 32×2 KiB L1 data cache and 2048 KiB L2 cache. The 

computer was running Fedora 16 x86_64 Linux with kernel 3.1.0. All programs were 

written in C (except that the model reading text file was written in C++) and compiled 

using the optimization level -O3 with the gcc compiler 4.6.2. In the tests, we did not 

explicitly specify which core was used. All the sets of different amount patterns come 

from the same set of 5,000,000 URLs. And the text is a network data containing 

1,000,000 URLs. Among the 5,000,000 URLs, there are only 4,000,000 patterns whose 

lengths are not less than 32, so for parameter 32 the patterns amount is up to 4,000,000. 

And for parameter 48 and 64 the patterns amount is up to 1,000,000 and 200,000 for the 

same reason. 

 

 

Figure 5. Demand for Memory with Different Patterns’ Amount 

4.1. The Memory’s Demand of SSEMatch 

It is shown in Figure 5 that AC demand for memory increases almost linearly while 

the patterns amount increases. This is due to the data structure used to store trie node. 

More patterns lead to more trie nodes while no shared prefixes among patterns are 

found. So AC demand for memory is nearly proportional to the pattern amount. In the 

test, the experimental data relating to AC demand for memory is not recorded in the 

result when the pattern amount is more than 90,000. This is because the system stops to 

respond to user’s action when AC demand for memory goes up to 1.5G. Therefore the 

subsequent result for AC is set to 0, also the following results in this figure and those 

results in later figures for AC are set to 0 for the same reason. For WM, its demand for 

memory mainly depends on SHIFT table size and the patterns total bytes. In our test, 

B=2, so WM only requires 256×256 units to store the SHIFT table; for SSEMatch, a 

table with 256×256×256 units is employed; as a result SSEMatch demand for memory 
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is between WM and AC. From this test we can see that SSEMatch demand for memory 

is nearly steady when the patterns amount increases, and its demand for memory is 

acceptable. 
 

4.2. The Amount of Patterns Needs to be Verified of SSEMatch and WM 

In Figure 6 and Figure 7 the results respectively show the difference of maximal and 

average number of patterns (pattern) waiting to be verified for table entrance between 

WM and SSEMatch. For WM a table entrance is any element inside 256×256=65536 

units when B=2, the number VerifyCntWM of patterns (pattern)  waiting to be verified 

means how many patterns can be found from this element. For SSEMatch a table 

entrance is any element inside 256×256×256=256
3
 units from pseudo_hash_table, the 

number VerifyCntSSE of patterns (pattern) waiting to be verified means how many 

patterns can be found from this element of pseudo_hash_table. 

 

 

Figure 6. The Amount of Patterns Needs to be Verified of SSEMatch and WM 
(Maximal Value) 

Once the shift value in SHIFT table is 0, the substring of current text should be 

compared with the patterns belonging to some entrance of the table (table for WM or 

pseudo_hash_table for SSEMatch). For WM the prefix of the substring needs to be 

compared with each prefix (prefix_judgement) listed for the table entrance before 

patterns comparison. For SSEMatch, after shift is 0, the only operation that needs to be 

done is to use 2 PHADDW instructions to locate current text substring entrance inside 

the pseudo_hash_table and compare the substring with the patterns belonging to this 

entrance, this procedure is named as SSE_judgement. When the patterns amount 

increases, the time for prefix_judgement is longer than SSE_judgement because 

pseudo_hash_table size is far more larger than hash table size for WM. So it will be a 

good choice to compare VerifyCntSSE with VerifyCntWM. 
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Figure 7. The Amount of Patterns Needs to be Verified of SSEMatch and WM 
(Average Value) 

The results in Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that VerifyCntWM is always larger than 

VerifyCntSSE, such results are supposed to lead to a higher speed for SSEMatch than 

WM (results in Figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 8. The Amount of Operations During Matching of SSEMatch and WM 

For the test in Figure 8 the total number of operations during matching is compared 

between SSEMatch and WM. In SSEMatch, the operations include: locating the text 

substring entrance in the pseudo_hash_table by 2 PHADDW instructions noted as 

tssematch1; judging whether there are some patterns belonging to the located entrance 

noted as tssematch2; comparing the text substring with each of the patterns belonging to 

the located entrance noted as tssematch3. As a result the total operations for SSEMatch 

will be tssematch=tssematch1+ tssematch2 + tssematch3, and tssematch1= tssematch2×2. In WM the 

operations include: comparing the text substring prefix with each possible prefix 

belonging to the located entrance noted as twm1; comparing the text substring with each 

of the patterns belonging to the located entrance noted as twm2. So the total operations 

for WM will be twm=twm1+twm2. It needs to be pointed out that the operations of shift 

value computation for both WM and SSEMatch and the operation of locating some 

entrance inside the hash table of WM are not included because these operations only 
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employ simple shift and xor, they can be ignored compared with other complicated 

operations while discussing the performance of the two algorithms. The results show 

that during a matching procedure, SSEMatch needs fewer operations than WM. This is 

also an evidence to show that SSEMatch will take less time than WM (as shown in 

Figure 9). 
 

4.3. The Matching Speed of SSEMatch and WM 

From the results in Figure 9, it can be seen that the matching speed of all the three 

algorithms are likely to drop while the patterns amount increases. Compared with WM 

and SSEMatch, the speed of AC drops fastest because AC’s demand for more memory 

increases more dramatically than the other two algorithms while the patterns amount 

increases. When the lengths of patterns are not longer than 16, WM runs faster than 

SSEMatch while the patterns amount is within 80,000. Once the patterns amount is over 

80,000 WM falls behind SSEMatch. In the later results in Figure 9 regarding the length 

of patterns as 32, 48 and 64, SSEMatch surpasses WM in matching speed whatever the 

patterns amount is. Compared with WM, we can conclude that each factor of SSEMatch 

(such as max(VerifyCntSSE), ave(VerifyCntWM), tssematch and memory) possibly 

relating to the matching speed of the algorithm remains more steady when the patterns 

amount increases. As our conclusion of this part, SSEMatch will be a better choice than 

WM when the patterns amount is very large or the length of patterns differs from each 

other very much. 

 

 

Figure 9. The Matching Speed of SSEMatch and WM 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new data-mix-up method is proposed to reduce the time to mix data 

up. This kind of data-mix-up method depends on the PHADDW instruction of 

horizontal additions in SSE instructions set. With the help of PHADDW a new string 

matching algorithm SSEMatch is designed. Similar to WM, SSEMatch can match text 

fast by moving the text pointer fast. Different from WM, our design does not use 

prefixes to filter out unnecessary pattern verification. Instead our design depends on 

pseudo hash to filter out impossible matching. To use this kind of pseudo hash, the 

prefixes with length of 16 of all patterns should be extracted and then packed into a 

fingerprint of 4 bytes by two PHADDW instructions. Each fingerprint represents an 

entrance of the pseudo_hash_table. In the later matching, when the text pointer stops 
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going further a fingerprint for the prefix of the text substring will be computed by the 

same two PHADDW instructions. It means that the current text substring cannot be a 

pattern if there is no pattern belonging to the substring entrance in the 

pseudo_hash_table. So the current substring of the text can be filtered out and the text 

pointer can be moved forward for later matching. The limitation of SSEMatch is that it 

can only be used when all the patterns are not shorter than 16. Compared with WM, 

SSEMatch demands more memory, however the demand for memory can be kept within 

200M and 500M. The advantage of SSEMatch is that its demand for memory is between 

AC and WM, and the matching speed of SSEMatch is faster and more steady than WM 

when the patterns amount increases. Especially when the patterns amount goes up 

beyond 20,000, SSEMatch will be a better choice. 
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